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The moment Aunt March took her nap, or was busy with company, Jo hurried to this quiet place,
and curling herself up in the easy chair, devoured poetry, romance. About UbuWeb Sound
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Examples in Poetry: Contains examples of common poetry terms in poems, definitions and
videos of poetry terms and types of poems. Repetition is when words or phrases are repeated in
a literary work. Repetition is often used in poetry or song, and it is used to create rhythm and
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Repetition is when words or phrases are repeated in a literary work. Repetition is often used in
poetry or song, and it is used to create rhythm and bring attention. Sound Devices Sound
devices, also known as "musical devices" make poetry a special art form. Frost called his poems
"talk-song" as a means of conveying. A NARRATIVE POEM tells a story and can be about
anything. Sometimes the poem's lines have a rhyming pattern. Sometimes they don't rhyme at all.
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A NARRATIVE POEM tells a story and can be about anything. Sometimes the poem's lines have
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Example[edit]. Original manuscript of "Autumn Song" by Dante Gabriel Rossetti, 1848, in the
Ashley Library. All, all a-lonely: Three little . Quintet Poems. Examples of quintet poetry. View a
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Repetition is when words or phrases are repeated in a literary work. Repetition is often used in
poetry or song, and it is used to create rhythm and bring attention. About UbuWeb Sound
Originally focusing on Sound Poetry proper, UbuWeb's Sound section has grown to encompass
all types of sound art, historical and contemporary. The moment Aunt March took her nap, or was
busy with company, Jo hurried to this quiet place, and curling herself up in the easy chair,
devoured poetry, romance.
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